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THE PRESIDENT’S CORNER
by Bill Wilson

Szervusz!

Greetings of the season to all!
Merry Christmas and a happy, prosperous, and healty
New Year to all of our members!
That about wraps it up for now. As always, “Keep bélyegezni!”


KUDOS
Congratulations to our exhibitors! Our member Ito Fumihisa exhibited at PHILA '11
NIPPON and received LargeVermeil for his Hungarian Inflation 1945-1946 eight frame exhibit. Al
Kugel’s exhibit, The Expansion of Greece 1897-1922, was displayed in the World Series Champion
of Champions section at the APS Stampshow in Columbus, OH.
Al Kugel was inducted in the Writers’ Unit No. 30 Hall of Fame during the APS
Stampshow. Over many years, Al’s writings, focusing primarily on military postal history have been
published in more than 30 periodicals (including The News). He was honored for displaying an
extraordinary knowledge of the history of early 20th century military conflicts.
William Maddocks received a gold medal and the Indiana Stamp Club 20th Century award
for The Postal System of Bosnia-Hercegovina 1878-1919 at Indypex 2011. Al Kugel received two
vermeil awards at the same stamp show for the multi-frame exhibit titled The Expansion of Italy
Following World War I, 1918-1926 and the single-frame exhibit titled Midway Islands Mail, 19051945. Mr. Kugel’s one-frame exhibit also received the Jim and Jeanette Adams award and was voted
the most popular single-frame exhibit at the show.
Robert Morgan received a gold medal and the American air Mail Society gold award for the
single frame exhibit titled Air Mail During Hungary’s Hyperinflation / May 1 - July 31, 1946 (92
Days) at SESCAL.


MEMBERSHIP RENEWAL FOR 2012
Society membership dues for next year are due as of January 1st. Please check the address
label to see your paid-up status. If it is ‘2011’ then please send in your payment in accordance with
the instructions on the enclosed flier. Thank you for your support.


FOUR LIFE MEMBERSHIPS AWARDED
Congratulations to the following members who have been awarded Life Membership after 30
years of being a dedicated and loyal part of the Society for Hungarian Philately. They are Mr.
Stephen Somkuti, who joined SHP in 1979; Mr. Andrew Dora, Ms. Gabrielle Ivany, and Dr. Alvin
Francik, who joined in 1980. Thank you for for supporting our Society for 30 years!
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MY CONVERSATION WITH MRS. HELEN GERVAY
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

As suggested by Michael Gervay (see story on page 5), I called his mother, the widowed wife
of Postal Director Mihály Gervay’s grandson. She told me a brief version of her family’s story that I
would like to use to illustrate yet another example of the intellectual losses suffered by Hungary as a
result of the defeated revolution in 1956. As we know, nearly 200,000 Hungarians, representing the
over 2 percent of the most productive segment of the population, fled the country. Mr. and Mrs.
József Gervay were newlyweds in 1956. Mr. Gervay seemed like an eternal optimist in hoping that
things would get better even after the Russian returned, so they did not decide to escape from
Hungary until late in 1956. By then, travel from Budapest towards the western border aroused
suspicion. They heard that on the day they crossed into Austria ten people were shot attempting to
flee. The young refugee couple was admitted to Canada where József was able to attend college in
Montreal while his wife supported the family. Eventually, he earned a doctorate in chemistry at the
University of British Columbia in Vancouver. In Hungary, he was forced to work as a manual laborer
because he was not deemed reliable to attend a university. His family’s history of nobility was
bourgeoisie: they inherited a title of nobility (baron) dating back to the 1700s. The couple realized
their ultimate goal of settling in the United States, where they raised their one child, son Michael.
József Gervay worked as a research chemist for the DuPont Company for 31 years.
Mrs. Gervay couldn’t remember how many children Mihály Gervay had. Her husband József
was an only child, so at least one line of descendants continued into the 21st century. She commented
that her husband was reluctant to talk about the family’s past, a habit that was probably ingrained into
him during the years of living under communism. In the early 1950s, families deemed as ‘class
enemies’ were forcibly evicted from Budapest and sent into domestic exile in the farms of the Great
Plain and had to endure extreme hardships. At the end of our conversation, Mrs. Gervay shared her
joy of having three wonderful, smart grandchildren. I heartily concurred with her regarding the
blessings of having grandchildren.


2011 CHRISTMAS STAMPS FROM HUNGARY
Christmas 2011
Issue Date: 27 October 2011
Face value: HUF 90, 115. Stamp size: 40 x 30mm. Full sheet size: 297 x 210mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. Photographer: József Hajdú. Designs show Nativity scenes against a
backdrop of pictures of churches from Nagykarácsony and Vörs.
Technical details: Printed using offset and gold foil embossing by the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an
edition required by postal demand. /The stamps are illustrated on the front cover./
My Christmas Stamp
Face value: Non-denominated
BELFÖLD = domestic rate. Stamp size:
36.3 x 25.2mm with adjacent label, size:
18 x 25.2mm. The full sheet measures
297 x 210mm.
Designer: Eszter Domé. The designs
show Christmas tree decorations. The
adjacent label can be personalized.

Technical details: Printed in offset by
the Banknote Printers, Ltd. in ‘as
needed’ quantities.
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THE ROSETTA STONE OF POSTAL HISTORY OF THE 1956
HUNGARIAN REVOLUTION
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Fifty-five years after the Hungarian Revolution of 1956, postal history documents are still
next to impossible to find. I was jumping for joy to discover such a prime example.
The revolution started as a peaceful protest march on Tuesday, 23 October 1956. By the
evening of the same day, the people of Budapest were at war with their nation’s secret police
apparatus. Units of the Soviet Red Army, stationed in Hungary since the end of World War II, were
called in by the Communist government to help quell the mêlée by the morning hours of the next day.
They were met by spontaneous popular armed resistance. As a result, public services in Budapest,
including the processing and delivery of mail, ceased to exist. By the 25th of October, the entire
country was on general strike to protest the Soviet intervention. My bookshelves are full of book
recounting the story of the revolution and freedom fight that transpired in the short span of one week.
The fact is that by the 31st of October, Soviet army units started a feigned withdrawal from Budapest,
and the ordinary citizens of the Hungarian capital finally ventured out of their residences.

The aerogramme, shown in
unfolded form on the left, was
deposited in a letter collection box
as evidenced by the endorsement
‘Levélszekrényből.’ The 3 x 1Ft
stamps overpaid the postage by 40f.
The foreign letter rate at the time
was 1Ft; the airmail surcharge,
1,60Ft per 5gm.

It was on that that date that the illustrated letter was composed with the intention of
contacting a relative in the United States. The aerogramme form was then overfranked with three 1Ft
stamps (the foreign airmail letter rate would have been 2,60Ft) and deposited in a letter collection
box. The employees of the postal service voted to resume work since the 1st of November was
approaching. They did not want retirees to go without their meager monthly pension payments,
usually delivered in cash by the mail carriers. So, sometime between the 31st of October and the 3rd
of November, the letter was collected from the box and cancelled for forwarding at one of the largest
post offices in Budapest, No. 72. It was cancelled 3 November (the day of the week was Saturday).
The time indicated on the postmark was 1:00 P.M. The letter does not carry any other markings to
indicate its subsequent journey. The Red Army re-attacked Budapest the next day, Sunday morning,
4 November 1956, at 4:00 A.M. It is unlikely that the letter left Budapest before the attack. Most
probably, it was transported out of Hungary in mid-November by way of Prague, when public
services slowly came to life and started to function with some normalcy.
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My dear ones!
Most likely you read in your newspapers that there was a bloody revolution in Budapest and
the entire country. There are an enormous number of wounded and dead. The revolution
began in the evening of the 23rd and we hope that it is over today; the withdrawal of the
Russian occupiers has begun. We did not leave our residence for a week because it was
prohibited. Just feeding ourselves presented great difficulties. Regarding the news that
reached us, I can tell you only as much that the destruction of the city is indescribable, there
was no looting, no anti-Semitism. All of us are alive. / A narrative of news about relatives
concludes the letter./
Given the message written on the inside, the timing of the postmark, and the knowledge of
the subsequent events, this mailing represents the Rosetta Stone of the postal history of the Hungarian
Revolution. Postal service in the Hungarian capital functioned briefly in the early days of November.
In a past issue, I reported
on a similar posting sent
to Argentina on the pages
of The News.
For the sake of
comparison, I’m
reproducing the
aerogramme here, also
cancelled on the
3 November 1956 at 2:00
P.M. by the Budapest 5
post office. Because of its
philatelic nature, this
letter was also
overfranked.
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A DIRECT DESCENDANT OF MIHÁLY GERVAY, HUNGARY’S FIRST POSTAL
DIRECTOR
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Last August, we received the following interesting email and attached photograph via the
Society’s website:
My name is Michael Steven Gervay and I am a
direct descendant of Michael Gervay, the postal
director. My parents Joseph and Helen Gervay (who
grew up in Castle Hill) fled Budapest in 1956 when the
Russians invaded. They ended up in Montreal Canada
and then eventually in New Jersey and Delaware
(United States). The picture you have on your website
is the exact one my Grandmother brought to my father
in 1968. I have attached a picture of me standing in
front of this picture in my parents’ living room. My
father passed away this past Valentine’s day (he was
79) and he always told me of how proud he was of his
past family and that I am named after Michael Gervay,
the Postal Director. My grandparents are buried at the Farkasréti Cemetery.
My father said there was a Hungarian stamp of Michael Gervay, is this true? Would you
know how I could obtain one? Do you know how I can contact someone who is involved with the
Mihály Gervay Postal History Foundation? My father attended the Piarist Gymnasium in Budapest
and was very proud of that. In fact his teachers Father Mesko and Father Magyar ended up living 20
miles away from here in Devon Pennsylvania at the Piarist Father’s House and School at Devon. My
father visited and spent time with them in their final years before they passed. I am very excited to
have found the website http://www.gervay.sulinet.hu/ that shows the relative I was named after.
I was able to provide the following answer to Michael: The Gervay
Foundation is operating under the aegis of the MAFITT, the Hungarian
Philatelic Scientific Organization, of which I am a member. Information
(alas, in Hungarian) can be found at the MAFITT website,
www.mafitt.hu. Dr. György Lővei is the current president of the Gervay
Foundation. He is fluent in English. You can try info@mafitt.hu to
contact him.
Mihály Gervay is pictured on the 1991 'Pro Philatelia' souvenir sheet
issued by Hungary (Scott catalog number 3331), the 1994 Stamp Day
stamp and sheet (Scott #3457, 3458), a postal card and a pair of nonpostal philatelic souvenirs overprinted for the 175th anniversary of his
birth in 1996. Also, the Hungarian Post issued a stamp in 1992 for the
350th anniversary of the arrival of the Piarists in Hungary.

Mihály Gervay is portrayed on the 1994 Stamp
Day stamp and souvenir sheet that also
commemorated the 120th anniversary of the
Universal Postal Union.
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Left: The non-postal souvenir
sheets from 1987 were overprinted
in 1994 to honor the 175th
anniversary of the birth of Mihály
Gervay.
Below, left: The Pro Philatelia
souvenir sheet from 1991depicted
Mór Than’s 1848 stamp design and
the portraits of Béla Szekula,
Mihály Gervay, József Zichy, and
Gábor Baross.
Below, right: Central portion from
a miniature sheet of the Piarist
stamp issue from 1992.

Right: Postal card issue from 1994
honoring Mihály Gervay on the 175th
anniversary of his birth. The enlarged
imprint below reads:
The Mihály Gervay Post History
Foundation honors the 175th
anniversary of the birth of its
namesake.
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THE EDITOR’S NOTES
by Csaba L. Kohalmi
My summer travels took me to a couple of US presidential historical sites, where I found a
couple of Hungarica items. The certificate on the left was displayed at the Herbert Hoover
Presidential Library in Branch Creek, Iowa. It was presented to Herbert Hoover for his efforts in
providing emergency food aid to Hungary in the years after the end of World War I.

The second item, shown on the right, is displayed at the farm located in Gettysburg,
Pennsylvania, formerly owned by President Dwight Eisenhower. The engraved artillery shell was
presented to him by the people of Hungary at the end of World War II.
Austria commemorated the 90th anniversary of
Burgenland länder’s incorporation with the pretty stamp
picturing nesting storks. (Nesting storks are a common sight
on the chimneys of houses in towns located near the
Neidlersee/Fertő tó.) Collectors are quite familiar with the
armed insurrection through the stamp issues of Lajtabánság.
These events were an unsuccessful attempt to prevent the
detachment of this part of western Hungary in 1921.
Another copy of the THO-MA zárt levelezőlap
(special rate closed advertising postcard) sold for $500
recently on eBay.
August 20th is Saint
Stephen’s Feast day, the
holiday of
the
New
Hungarian Bread, and the
Day
of
Hungarian
Statehood. It is celebrated
with festivities that have
been commemorated on
philatelic items over many
years.
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The illustration on the previous page shows a fine round loaf of Hungarian bread decorated
with a red-white-green colored ribbon. The stamp from 1998 (Scott no. 3626) is from the CEPT
Europa issue dedicated to national holidays.
The illustration on the left below shows the fireworks show held in Budapest on the evening
of August 20th. The one below right shows Péter Cardinal Erdő and the Reliquary of the Holy Right
Hand of St. Stephen. The procession of the Holy Right Hand is also a traditional part of the St.
Stephen’s Day celebration.

The stamp on the left (Scott no. 2914) shows fireworks over Budapest’s St. Gellért Hill. The
procession of the Holy Right Hand picture on the right is from the illustrated postal card series issued
for the millenary celebrations in 1896.
While our society, unfortunately, did not have any formal events scheduled during the APS
Stampshow in Columbus, Ohio, I was able to meet informally with several members. Lyman
Caswell and I talked at length about the possibility of scheduling a formal event in the Seattle,
Washington area next year coinciding with the Seapex philatelic exhibition. Kal Illyefalvi
entertained us with his fascinating story of doing research in the Vatican archives regarding old postal
routes in the Kingdom of Hungary during the 14th-15th centuries. I was also able to say a brief
‘hello’ to Randy Frank, Al Kugel, and Anna Trishan in the bourse area.
An excellent opportunity that has been neglected by our members lately is the ability to run
FREE ‘Wanted’ ads in our newsletter. If your collection needs a little help, maybe a fellow member
can provide items to fill the holes on your album pages. Please send an email or letter to the editor
(the contact information is on the inside cover of each issue) outlining your wanted items.
‘For Sale’ ads can also be published for those who do not wish to consign their surplus
material to the SHP auction. The charge for these ads is pretty minimal: $5 for each inch (2.54cm) in
height that the text of the ad occupies on the page of the newsletter. As always, members are also
encouraged to use the services of our auction chairperson, Jim Gaul.
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A query received through our website from Mr. Alexios Papadopoulos of Greece resulted in
pictures of two fine example of the 1959 Greek Imre Nagy stamps commercially used on mail during
the time that the stamps were on sale for five days. (The third item pictured below is of a commercial
cover sent to Taiwan from a recent eBay sale.) As we know, the Soviet Union released a stamp
depicting Greek communist Manolis Glezos, who was imprisoned and sentenced to death. (His
sentence was commuted, later.) The Greek government retaliated by issuing a pair of stamps
depicting the executed Hungarian prime minster, Imre Nagy. Because of the diplomatic flap, both
stamps issues were quickly withdrawn from sale, although they were not invalidated. As a result,
postally used covers bearing these stamps command a premium price.

Top left, going clockwise: (1) Cover with the Imre Nagy stamp sent to the US from Athens, 10 Dec. 1959; (2) 6
drachma stamp on Greek domestic mail, date illegible; (3) Manolis Glezos in Moscow’s Red Square following
his release from prison; (4) 4,50 drachma stamp used on mail sent to Taiwan.

Recently, I was reading a review of the book Is That a Fish in Your Ear?: Translation and
the Meaning of Everything in the September 10th issue of The Economist magazine discussing the
problems with literal translations that have to include the nuances of culture, changing meanings, etc.
In one sentence, the reviewer nailed the problem of translating from Hungarian, especially using the
‘canned’ programs available on the internet: And how, for example, do you treat a German compound
verb, or a Hungarian word formation which can incorporate a whole sentence? That pretty much
describes the difficulties our members who are not fluent in Hungarian might face.
As the year is drawing to a close, I would like to wish all of our members Kellemes
Karácsonyt / Merry Christmas, Boldog Új Évet / Happy New Year and Kellemes Ünnepeket / Happy
Holidays. I hope that all of you will note that most of the material in this issue was compiled by
yours truly since my prolific source Alan Soble went off on a sabbatical from philatelic endeavors to
write the book he was commissioned to do. My wish for the year 2012 is to be swamped with new
articles from our members. PLEASE HELP ME REALIZE THIS WISH!
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LAJOS KOSSUTH - CHAMPION OF LIBERTY
Checklist of First Day Cover Cachets for the 1958 US Stamp Issue
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

/In memory of Dr. Paul J. Szilagyi, who shared my enthusiasm for these first day covers./
The Mellone catalog is used as an important guide to different cachets used for US first day
covers. In the years of collecting the US Lajos Kossuth - Champion of Liberty stamp on first day
cover, I’ve found that many of the existing cachets are not listed in Mellone’s. So, for those who are
interested in this Hungarica topic, I’ve compiled this checklist of cachets and stamp combinations.
Interestingly enough, each cachet was not necessarily serviced with each of the 4 and 8 cent
stamps. Some were dedicated to an individual denomination, others exist only as combo covers.

1. Adam K. Bert

2. American Hungarian
Federation
Cachet
Maker
1. Adam K. Bert
2. American-Hungarian
Federation
3. Artcraft
Artcraft

4. 4¢ & 8¢ Artmaster

4. Artmaster
5. C. George
C. George
6. C. Stephen Anderson

10

3. 4(3)¢ & 8¢ Artcraft

Mellone
number
unlisted
1

Design (varieties)
small envelope, no cachet
Douglass Rockwell card

5
6

full length portrait
cameo portrait

4¢
blk

5. C. George
blue/black green/brown
7
13
unlisted
2

4¢

C. George
green / red / black

8¢

8¢
blk

4+
8¢

6. C. Stephen
Anderson

portrait / map (4¢ / 8¢)
portrait (black / green)
coat-of-arms
portrait (green / red / black)
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9. Dy Capalli
7. C.G. Junior
red/green black/blue

10. Ralph Duncan

8. Ken Boll / Cachet Craft
red/green black/brown

7. C.G. Junior III
8. Cachet Craft – Ken Boll
9. Dy Capalli
10. Duncan

11. E.K. Hinson
11. E. K. Hinson
12. Eric Lewis (3 sets made)
13. Fleetwood
Fleetwood
14. Fluegel

15. Harris

October - December 2011

unlisted
8
unlisted
24

2-color portrait ( red / black)
portrait (red-green / black-brown)
FDC Post Office Department seal
multi-color text

12. Eric Lewis
unlisted
unlisted
11
11
12

13. Fleetwood

14. Fluegel

Free Hungary (Pál Maléter)
Honoring… bust portrait (brown)
reception in Boston
Use KOSSUTH stamps meter slogan
color portrait in old age

16. House of Farnam
black/blue black/red

17. John A. Mirt
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15. Harris
16. House of Farnam
House of Farnam
17. John A. Mirt

14
9
10
19

18. Kolor Kover
green & blue
18.
19.
20.
21.

portrait in old age (blu/blk, red/blk)
symbolic candle / ‘for domestic…’
text (‘for international mail’)
Masonic emblem, text

19. Mahdeen

Kolor Kover
Mahdeen
Masonic Club of NY
Maximum card (large)

15-16
17
18
unlisted

20. Masonic Club of N.Y. 21. Large Maximum Card

portrait (salmon / buff)
Champion… text
portrait & Masonic text
medallion & text

23. Photo Post Card
24. Louis Nix
brown/gold brown/blue
22. Small Maximum Card
green & olive
22.
23.
24.
25.

Small maximum card
Photo Post Card
Louis Nix
Pen Arts
Pen Arts
Pen Arts
Pen Arts
26. Philatelic Group of
Boston

unlisted
unlisted
unlisted
unlisted
unlisted
unlisted
unlisted
unlisted

25. Pen Arts

3

/4 portrait (green / olive)
portrait
text (yellow/blue)
Royal Palace, Budapest
portrait from 1891
text
Kossuth in 1849 (olive / red)
club emblem on envelope

/the three additional Pen Arts and the Philatelic Group of Boston cachets that are included in the
table above are shown on the next page/
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Pen Arts

Pen Arts

Pen Arts
ochre & red, #10 envelope

26. Philatelic Group
of Boston

28. The Postmaster General
letterhead

29. The White House
letterhead

27. The Aristocrats (Day Lowry)
27. The Aristocrats
The Aristocrats
28. The Postmaster General
29. The White House

30. Tri Color
red/green/brown
pink/gray/black

30. Tri Color
31. Unknown (Champion
of Liberty)
32. Unknown (eagle)
33. Lajos Kossuth FDC

4
3
unlisted
unlisted

cameo portrait
Kossuth Mausoleum
official envelope
official stationery

31. Champion of Liberty
4c & 8c

32. Honoring Lajos Kossuth
Hungarian Patriot
33. Lajos Kossuth
First Day of Issue

20
25

portrait (red / green, gray / pink)
thk outline medallion (4¢ / 8¢)

26
unlisted

text with US eagle
¾ portrait, text
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37. Masonic cachet
34. Pal Maléter
Champion of Liberty

35. First Day Cover
(generic)

34. Pal Maléter
35. Unknown (FDC)
36. Unknown (Fighter…)
37. Unknown (Masonic
text)

unlisted
unlisted
unlisted
unlisted

36. Fighter for Freedom
brown/green olive/green

Mourning for Pal Maléter
text on globe
3
/4 boxed portrait, text (bwn / olive)
3
/4 portrait & text

38. First Day Cover
Van Dahl
39. Velvetone
(flocked)
38.
39.
40.
41.

Van Dahl
Velvatone (flocked)
Velvatone max card
Von Ohlen

unlisted
21
unlisted
22

42. Wright hand-painted
42. Wright
43. Printed Card
44. William S. Linto

14

40. Velvetone
Maximum Card

First Day Cover around globe
Hungarian flag
photo
text (brown / green)

43. Printed Card
23
unlisted
unlisted

41. Van Ohlen
green & brown

44. William S. Linto
qty made: 10

hand-colored portrait
Lajos Kossuth
Louis Kossuth
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45. 2 Forint Philadelphia banknote
45. 1851 Philadelphia issue
46. 1951 Philadelphia issue

unlisted
unlisted

46. 1 Forint Philadelphia banknote

2 forint Kossuth banknote
1 forint Kossuth banknote

The Champion of Liberty series issued by the US started in 1957 and continued into 1961.
The stamps were issued at the height of the Cold War and many depicted national heroes from
countries under Soviet domination. The portrait of Lajos Kossuth on a US stamp is probably the most
significant Hungarica item issued by the US Post Office.
Several years ago, the late Péter Kallós asked me if these stamp were issued in philatelic
retaliation for the execution in June 1958 of Hungarian Prime Minister Imre Nagy. I told him that the
production schedule of the stamps was not connected to the news from Hungary; nevertheless, the
motivation was definitely Cold War related.
Rumor has it that an enterprising
person drove from Washington, D.C.
to the town of Kossuth, Pennsylvania
on the first day the stamps were
available and created unofficial first
day covers. Back in those days, the
newly issued stamps were sold only in
the first day city.
General sales
countrywide started the next day.
Such an effort would have involved a
significant amount of travel time
before the days of a completed
interstate highway system over a
distance of 200 miles. Still, it would
have created very desirable covers.
Unfortunately, I have never seen one.
Some of the cachets are generic, i.e.,
usable for any stamp issue. I have also
not included (or collected) ‘aftermarket’ and computer generated ‘add
on’ cachets that are not contemporary
creations. The ‘aftermarket’ cachets
are created on plain envelopes bearing
stamps with first day of issue
cancellation. ‘Add on’ cachets are
overprinted on first day covers that
already have a commercial cachet.
With the Kossuth stamps, it is a
popular practice to add a Masonic
emblem and text since Kossuth was
First Day of Issue cancellation from the program presented to the accepted as a freemason during his
attendees of the official first day ceremony.
visit to America.
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ROMANIA’S HUNGARIAN AUTONOMOUS REGION (1952 - 1968)
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Wikipedia gives the following history and description of the so-called Magyar Autonóm
Tartomány (quoted verbatim): “In 1950, Romania adopted a Soviet-style administrative and
territorial division of the country into regions and raions (until then, Romania had been divided into
judeţe or counties). Two years later, in 1952, the number of regions was reduced and by comprising
ten raions from the former Mureş Region and from the Stalin Region (both of them created in 1950),
of the territory inhabited by a compact population of Székely Hungarians, a new region called the
Magyar Autonomous Region was created. According to the 1956 census, the total population of the
region was 731,361, distributed among the ethnic groups as follows: Hungarians (77.3%), Romanians
(20.1%), Gypsies (1.5%), Germans (0.4%) and Jews (0.4%). The official languages of the province
were Hungarian and Romanian and the provincial administrative centre was Târgu-Mureş
(Marosvásárhely). Its status laid out in the 1952 Constitution, the region encompassed about a

third of Romania's Hungarians, the rest living either in more Romanian areas or along the
border with Hungary, where an ethnic-based region might have stoked fears of irredentism and
security concerns. In practice, the region's status differed in no way from that of the other seventeen
regions and it did not enjoy autonomy of any kind–laws, decisions and directives from the centre were
rendered compulsory by the very constitution that created it, and the State Council of the
Autonomous Region was merely a façade. The Region's only distinguishing features were that most
of its officials were Hungarian, the Hungarian language could be used in administration and the
courts, and bilingual signs were put up on public buildings. Moreover, the specifically Hungarian
wing of the Romanian Communist Party was abolished in 1953, ending any mechanism for defending
of the Hungarian minority's collective rights. In December 1960 a governmental decree modified the
boundaries of the Magyar Autonomous Region. Its southern raions were reattached to Braşov Region
(former Stalin Region) and in place of this, several raions were joined to it from the Cluj Region. The
region was called the Mureş Region-Magyar Autonomous, after the Mureş River. The ratio of
Hungarians was thus reduced from 77.3 percent to 62 percent. In 1968, the Great National Assembly
put an end to the soviet style administrative division of the country into regions and re-introduced the
historical judeţ (county) system, still used today. This also automatically eliminated the MureşMagyar Autonomous Region and replaced it with counties that are not identified with any nationality.
The two new counties formed on the majority of the territory of former Mureş-Magyar Autonomous
Region are Mureş and Harghita plus one from the former Magyar Autonomous Region until 1960 and
part of the Braşov Region in 1968, Covasna.”

2
3

1
Left: Map of Romania from 1953 showing the Magyar
Autonomous Region. Right: Detailed map of the region. Parts 1 and 2 show the area of the region as it
existed between 1952 and 1960. Parts 2 and 3 indicate the area of the region from 1960 to 1968. Currently,
the region is a part of the Mureş, Harghita, and Covasna judeţ (counties).

The philatelic legacy of the Hungarian Autonomous region is somewhat difficult to find.
Over the years, I’ve managed to find only two examples, quite by accident.
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Left: Commemorative bilingual cancel from August
1954 for the First Stamp Exhibition in the Magyar
Autonóm Tartomány / Regiunii Aut. Maghiare.
Right: A hard-to-decipher partial cancellation on a
deep red stamp from 1962. The lettering in the bottom
half of the double circle reads: Reg. Mureş Aut.
Maghiara. I have no idea in what town it was used.
These cancellations represent the two different eras in
the history of the region.

Perhaps our fellow collectors in Hungary have better access to such cancellations on
correspondence received from their Hungarian relatives in the old land of the Székelys!


2011 NEW ISSUES
Issue date: 12 April 2011
50th Anniversary of the First Space Flight by
Man
Face value: HUF 600. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm,
souvenir sheet size: 90 x 65mm.
Designer: Péter Berky. The souvenir sheet
reproduces the contemporary newspaper report of
Jury Gagarin’s space flight on 12 April 1961.
Technical details: Printed by the Banknote
Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 100,000 souvenir
sheets.
Issue date: 5 August 2011
100th Anniversary of the Birth of István Bíbó
Face value: HUF 345. Stamp size: 30 x 40mm.
Designer: György Kara. The stamp shows István Bíbó with his
trademark typewriter. Bíbó was a member of Imre Nagy’s
government in 1956. On the morning of 4 November 1956 as the
Soviet forces surrounded the Hungarian Parliament Building, he
remained inside the building at his post as the last responsible
government minister. He was sentenced to life imprisonment in
1958 but released under the amnesty of 1963. He wrote countless
socio-political essays analyzing the compromised situation of
Hungary under communism. The quote shown on the stamp
translates To be a democrat, first of all, involves being not afraid.
Technical details: Printed in sheets of 50 using offset by the
Banknote Printers, Ltd. in an edition of 200,000 stamps.
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Issue date: 19 August 2011
200th Anniversary of the Birth of Ferenc Liszt
Face value: HUF 600. Stamp size: 40 x 31.5mm. Souvenir sheet size: 90 x 65mm.
Designer: György Kara. The stamp shows a youthful portrait of the great Hungarian pianist and
composer. The sheet shows the domes of the Basilica of Esztergom (Liszt composed a mass for its
dedication in 1855), a stylized piano touring into a Pegasus, and a gold embossed reproduction of
Liszt’s signature.
Technical details: Printed using offset, gold foil imprint and embossing by the State Printing Office,
Ltd. in an edition of 100,000 souvenir sheets.

+

WORLDWIDE STAMP ISSUES COMMEMORATING THE 200th ANNIVERSARY OF
THE BIRTH OF FERENC LISZT
The bicentennial of the birth of the famous Hungarian pianist and composer prompted several
other Hungarica stamp issues from around the world.

Germany

Austria

Luxembourg

Serbia
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Above: Two souvenir sheets from Guinea

Two souvenir sheets from Mozambique

Top left: Souvenir sheet from Mali.
Left: Stamp from Macedonia
Above: Stamp from Bosnian Serb Administration.
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INTERESTING POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS
by Csaba L. Kohalmi

Ethnographically, the city of Fiume and its vicinity had a large percentage of Italian
population. Fiume was annexed to the Hungarian Kingdom by Empress Maria Theresa as a Corpus
separatum in 1776 in order to provide it an outlet to the Adriatic Sea. When the Hungarian Royal
Post began to issue postal stationery items, several bi-lingual, Hungarian-Italian forms were issued.
As far as postmarks were concerned, there was only one that included the town’s name in Italian:
Buccari. Since the town was located in Croatia, a Croatian name was also utilized: Bakar. Thus, the
bi-lingual Buccari-Bakar cancellation is probably the only one in the postal history of the world to
utilize a town’s name in both Italian and Croatian. The Hungarian name for the town is Szádrév.

Postcard showing the picturesque view of Buccari on the Adriatic mailed from Buccari-Bakar, 20 July 1909.

Left: Bakar-Buccari cancellation from 11 January 1881. Right: The enlarged view of the Buccari-Bakar
cancel from the picture postcard.

The cover shown below was mailed from Budapest 62, 18 September 1940 and sent via
airmail to Aruba in the Caribbean. It was franked with 1,90P in stamps that paid the foreign letter
rate of 40f plus the airmail surcharge of 1,50P.
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The cover was censored in Curaçao as indicated by the re-sealing label along the right side.
It arrived in Aruba on 14 November 1940 as indicated by the two backstamps. An interesting
propaganda rubber stamp was also applied to the back side of the envelope: Remember, when
reading news dispatches from Amsterdam, Rotterdam, The Hague, Arnhem or elsewhere in Holland,
that our Democracy is temporarily in the hands of the enemy. The cover was sold on eBay for $257.

The photo on the left shows a Hungarian
soldier (right) shaking hands with a Polish soldier
(left) as the two met at the historical Hungarian
border in March 1939. Following the annexation
of Carpatho-Ukraine, the border between the two
countries became shared until September 1939
when Poland was divided between the German
Reich and the Soviet Union. The covers above
commemorate the event. The one on the left was
cancelled at Lawoczne, Poland on 17 March
1939. The one on the right bears the Magyar Kir.
Posta 102 temporary rubber cancellation used in Huszt, the chief city in the Carpatho-Ukraine, at the
same time. The cachet on both covers celebrates the common Hungarian-Polish border.
The next set of pictures below show a well-travelled cover. It was posted from Budapest 82
on 22 February 1949 and returned to Budapest 72 on 6 September 1949. Originally addressed to Port
Said, Egypt, it arrived there in 1 March 1949. There, it was endorsed Steamer left from Suez and readdressed to c/o Lloyd Triestino Agents, Mombasa (Kenya). It arrived in Mombasa on 4 April 1949
and received a second Mombasa cds on 10 July 1949 before being forwarded to Nairobi where it
arrived on 12 July 1949. The cover’s next stop was Bombay, India, on 20 July 1949, from where it
was returned to Budapest on 5 August 1959. Along the way, several Inconnu / Not Known and
Unknown / Unclaimed markings were applied along with the letters R.T.S.
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ANOTHER INTERESTING POSTAL HISTORY ITEM
by Lyman R. Caswell
The commercial cover shown in the figure was posted as domestic mail in Yugoslavia.
Political changes which occurred before it could be delivered converted it to international mail from
Croatia to Hungary. It was mailed from Zagreb, Croatia, to Murska Sobota, Slovenia, both of which
were in Yugoslavia at the time it was mailed.
The 2-dinar franking paid the correct Yugoslavia inter-city letter rate from 1 April 1941 to 9
April 1941.1 The date on the Zagreb postmark is not legible, but a very lightly penciled date below it
reads, “7.IV.41,” indicating a posting date of 7 April. The German army had invaded Yugoslavia the
previous day. On 10 April, Croatia declared its independence, and Yugoslavia was dismembered.
Slovenia was partitioned between Germany and Italy, with a small region in the southeast assigned to
Croatia, and the Prekomurje district in the northeast annexed to Hungary. Murska Sobota was the
principal city in the Prekomurje district. Its Hungarian name is Muraszombat.
The red “Ag” handstamp in a circle is a German censor mark which was used in Vienna.
There are no markings on the censor tape, but there are three handstamped censors’ numbers on the
cover. On the back of the cover are two purple numbers, 6961, and a blurred number which appears
to be 1804. Near the lower right corner of the front of the cover is a green 2479. Apparently three
different censors examined the contents of the cover. Perhaps only one of them could read the
language of the message.

On the back of the cover is the mark of Hungarian auxiliary canceller 258, which was used
briefly in Muraszombat,2 giving the receiving date, 13 June 1941. A notation in blue crayon gives a
postage due assessment of 22 fillér (How was this assessment arrived at?) A 2-fillér stamp of the
blue 1934 issue and a 20-fillér stamp of the first brown-red issue of 1941 were applied and canceled
with the auxiliary canceller. A handwritten inscription in black ink, surrounded by a crayon-drawn
box, tells that delivery of the letter was refused (nem fogadta el / refusé). This information was
normally given by a small gummed label applied by the letter carrier, but these labels apparently had
not yet reached Muraszombat at the time. The refusal was validated by a clearly struck Muraszombat
postmark dated 15 June 1941, and the postage due stamps were voided with blue-crayon Xs. The
address was deleted with the blue crayon, and the cover was re-addressed in the same black
handwriting as the refusal note, “back (vissza) Zagreb.” On the back of the cover is a very faint
Zagreb receiving postmark dated 18 June 1941. The cover had made a round trip.
References
1. Geoff Barling, The Postal Rates of Yugoslav Territories (CD-ROM), Yugoslav Study
Group, London, UK, June 2004, Table 8.29.1.
2. Mervyn Benford, The Visszatért Period in Hungarian Philately, published by the author,
Oxford, UK, 1989, p. 132.
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CONCORDANCE OF CATALOG NUMBERS
by Miklos Tecsy
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/ to be continued /
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WANTED: Any and all material dealing with the Hungarian Gendarmerie (Csendőrség) such as
mailing labels, picture post cards, post cards, covers, cancellations, documents, photos, Gendarmerie
addresses or addressees, anything and everything.
Call or write:
Zoltan Korossy
11227 Woodson Ave. Kensington, MD 20895 USA
tel: 301-946-2414; e-mail: zoltan@korossy.org

WANTED: Consignment material for SHP auctions.
Please submit your surplus philatelic items, stamps, covers, and literature to our auction
chairperson, Jim Gaul: 1920 Fawn Lane, Hellertown, PA 18055-2117 USA, email:
terrynjim@verizon.net. You can set your starting price or consult with Jim to establish the
same. You can help de-clutter your collection, support your Society and provide a source of
new acquisitions for your fellow members all at the same time.
FOR SALE: BOUND VOLUMES OF THE NEWS OF HUNGARIAN PHILATELY
Book #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12 *

Volumes
1-3
4-6
7-9
10-12
13-15
16-18
19-21
22-24
25-27
28-30
31-32
33-36

Years
1970-1972
1973-1975
1976-1978
1979-1981
1982-1984
1985-1987
1988-1990
1991-1993
1994-1996
1997-1999
2000-2001
2002-2005

Cost
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$30
$50 *

Each book No. 1 thru 11 individually is priced at $30.00 or purchase the entire set of the first
11 books for $320.00. * Book No. 12 costs $50 each. Freight fees will be added to all orders.
Orders and inquiries should be sent to:

H. Alan Hoover, 6070 Poplar Spring Drive, Norcross, GA 30092; tel: (770) 840-8766,
e-mail: h.alan.hoover@hungarianphilately.org
AN URGENT REQUEST TO ALL SHP MEMBERS!
Please help support YOUR newsletter!
Write about your favorite collecting topic or experience.
Send in an article and a photo about your favorite cover.
Help fill the pages of the next issue!
Thanx for your past and FUTURE support!
Your Editor
(My email and snail mail addresses are on the inside of the front cover of each issue.)

FIRST DAY CEREMONY FOLDER
for
the LAJOS KOSSUTH,
CHAMPION OF LIBERTY STAMPS
September 19, 1958

